
CPD Winter 2015 Pt.2

Practice Gems: Construction Contracts Real Estate Lawyers 2015 
Tues.Feb.17                                      5:00pm th

Cost: $110.00 w/o materials $145.00 w/ materials
CPD hrs: 2.5 (S) / 0.5(P)
A client wants to increase her property value by renovating or building an addition and looks to you for advice.
Do you understand the terms of construction contracts for home renovation clients? Do the Tarion rules apply
to a new house built on an existing foundation? Come and learn the answers to these and other key questions
affecting your clients’ renovations and their related contractual issues.

Criminal Law & the Young Person
Sat. Feb. 28                                       8:00amth

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 3.5(S) / 0.5(P)
To all Crown counsel and criminal defence lawyers: if you work with youth involved in the criminal justice
system, you should know the answers to these questions: Why do the 2012 changes to the Youth Criminal
Justice Act matter? How do you lawfully access and use youth records? What do you do if a Youth Criminal
Justice Act issue arises in an adult trial? What is the state of the law of sentencing after R. v. D.B.? If you need
some guidance, then join us to discuss these and many more critical issues in youth criminal justice.

The Six-Minute Commercial Leasing Lawyer 2015 
Mon. Mar.2                                      5:00pmnd

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 3(S) / 0.5(P)
Do you like your commercial landlord and tenant updates clear, concise, and comprehensive? Then this is the
program for you. Our presenters bring a laser-like focus to developments from the past year and their
implications for you and your clients. They teach you what a landlord can do while a default notice is
outstanding, how to deal with construction liens, and how to analyze lease interpretation issues

The Estate Administration Act 1998: New Reporting Requirements
Mon. Mar. 9                                    5:00pmth

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 1(S) / 0.5(P)
Do you have a handle on the new regulation under the Estate Administration Tax Act, 1998? It came into force
on January 1, 2015, introducing new reporting requirements for everyone who applies for a Certificate of
Appointment of Estate Trustee. Our speakers canvass the issues and concerns raised by the regulation and
review in detail the new form and filing requirements. Don't miss this opportunity to learn how these new
reporting requirements impact practice and procedure in probate.

Family Law Practice Basics 2015 
Sat. Mar. 14                                      8:00amth

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 2.5(S) / 1.0(P)
Family law files are a challenge. They often involve complex issues like custody and access, support, and
property. Our presenters outline techniques and strategies for the key stages of a family law matter: advising
the client, preparing for case conferences and motions, representing the client in a negotiation and mediation,



and appearing at trial. Get updates on the latest cases, legislation, and procedures, and our presenters' top tips
on becoming a successful family lawyer

The Annotated Alter Ego Trust & Discretionary Trust
Mon. Mar.16                                  5:00pmth

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 2(S) / 1(P)

Your client has an impending transfer of wealth. Want to know the best way to deal with it? Consider the Alter

Ego and Discretionary Trust. Our experienced presenters guide you through practical drafting tips and

comprehensive information about recent legislative and case law developments. This includes a discussion of

the changes introduced in the 2014 budget to eliminate testamentary trust graduated rates

Investigative Internet Research for Litigators
Mon. Mar.23                                 5:00pmrd

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 2.5(S) / 0.5(P)
There's more to internet research for litigation files than you might think. Learn how to research efficiently and
cost-effectively by increasing your web knowledge and skills. Our presenters explain the best strategies for
using the internet and social media in your research, and how to avoid pitfalls such as incorrect information.
You come away with new inroads to evidence, law, and precedents you can use in your practice.

The Complete Guide to Search Warrants
Sat. Mar.28                                   8:00amth

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 3.45(S) / 0.15(P)
Your knowledge of search warrants just isn't complete without our presenters' in-depth analysis. Get the latest
on police powers, warrantless searches, searches of electronic devices, strategies for challenging or resisting a
challenge to search warrants, and more. Whether a Crown prosecutor or a defence lawyer, you need to hear our
panel's take on the Supreme Court's ruling in Fearon on content searches of electronic devices, as well as the
implications of the US court ruling on out-of-jurisdiction electronic records.

The Annotated Power of Attorney for Personal Care 2015

Mon. Mar.30                                5:00pmth

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 2(S) / 0(P)
The good news is that Canadians are living longer and longer. But with this aging population comes a greater
demand for legal tools, such as the Power of Attorney for Personal Care, to help families and others make
decisions for loved ones unable to do so for themselves. You need to hear our presenters' keen analysis of
recent legislative and case law developments, including how the new blood tests predicting dementia will
impact power of attorneys for personal care. This interactive and practical program is made complete with up-
to-date precedents and the invaluable new Annotated Power of Attorney for Personal Care.

Wills & Estates Practice Basics 2015
Tues. Apr.6                                  5:00pmth



Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 2.5(S) / 1(P)

Here's your chance to "look under the hood" of a wills and estates practice to see how it operates. With a focus

on will planning and preparation, our presenters take you through all the stages of a file, including obtaining

instructions, drafting and executing documents, and reporting to your client. They also make sure you're up-to-

date on the latest developments, and offer tips on the best way to manage your practice. 

·Substantiate capacity and defeat claims of undue influence

·Use trusts effectively

·Protect a will from challenge at the drafting stage

Emerging Issues in Directors’ & Officers Liability 2015 

Sat. Apr.11                                        5:00pmth

Cost: $110.00 / $145.00
CPD hrs: 1.5(S) / 0.5(P)
Recent cases demonstrate definitively that today's directors and officers are in a high-stakes game. You need
the latest information to help them manage the risks of liability. Learn about managing and resolving parallel
regulatory and civil proceedings.

To register contact the library at ccroshaw@lawontario.ca or 519-252-8418

mailto:ccroshaw@lawontario.ca

